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3D active seat – specially for children from  
                 

More information at your authorised aeris dealer.
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4 years old!

Сергей Семенов
New Stamp



“swoppster”: fun for your back!

How a child sits is how it feels...
All too familiar a topic with adults: backache from sitting too long and in the wrong position. And children? They clock up about nine hours a day sitting in school, doing homework, at the computer and in front of the television. The consequences: serious health problems.

Around 50% of 11 to 14-year-olds suffer from postural abnormalities, even at primary school age every third child has backache and 55% of primary school children have trouble concentrating – with an upwards trend. However, the growing organism needs plenty of movement – for healthy development of body and mind.

Therefore “swoppster” –
the “swopper” for kids!

Children should and want to move a lot. However, 

a child’s daily life and conventional children’s 

furniture do not give them enough opportunity. And 

this is precisely where the “swoppster” – the new 

active-dynamic 3D children’s seat – comes into 

effect.

Designed for children weighing approx. 15 kg to 

50 kg and optimally up to 165 cm tall, the 

“swoppster” enables healthy sitting from the very 

beginning. With its unique feature of movement 

in three dimensions, the “swoppster” supports and 

encourages children’s natural urge to move. It 

thus promotes their development in body and mind 

and ensures that children suffer significantly 

less from back problems.

Nothing but real advantages!

1. The “swoppster” strengthens your child’s back.

The 3D active seat for children supports and encourages 

constant change of posture through its flexibility in sideways 

movements and vertical bounce. This strengthens muscles, 

makes the back strong, is good for posture and prevents back 

problems.

2. Swopping makes you clever.

Movement underlies brain maturation. It encourages neuro-

nal networking and thus boosts the potential for the child’s 

mental development. The continuous, rhythmic movement on 

the “swoppster” improves the supply of blood and therefore 

the supply oxygen to the body and brain. This makes the 

children more attentive and concentrated.

3. No backbreaking sitting on the “swoppster”.

The flexible sideways movements of the “swoppster” permit 

the active seat to adapt itself to the child’s movements 

and not vice versa. Thus, the back keeps straight even when 

your child is playing, painting or working at its desk.

4. Swopping keeps you healthy and happy.

The “swoppster” enables more movement than any other 

chair. This in turn helps straighten the upper part of 

your body, free the diaphragm and stimulate the circu-

lation. This is not only healthy, but also a lot of fun.

Scientifically proven:
sitting still is makes you ill, sitting in motion keeps you fit and healthy.

A study conducted by the University of Saarland’s Institute of Biomechanics in cooperation with the German Federal Working Group for the Promotion of Posture and Movement has confirmed that “the children’s “swopper” enables active-dynamic sitting in an excellent way”. (More information and studies at www.swoppster.de).


